
Data Recovery Software

Ontrack EasyRecovery Technician for 
Windows is compatible with Windows 10, 
Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista® 

and Windows XP®.

Your client’s data. Recovered.
Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Technician for Windows® allows you to recover your client’s 
data quickly and with minimal effort. Not only does our software include all of the 
features of the Home and Professional versions, it also has been designed to simplify 
the data recovery process for technicians.

Best-in-class Features

	Q Quick Scan and Deep Scan options allows you to scan efficiently for a fast recovery 
or perform a more in-depth scan for files which are more challenging  
to recover.

	Q Search for deleted files easily in your logical drive by name or type.

	Q Data recovery from corrupt drives such as hard drive, memory card and USB drive 
is available with this advanced utility.

	Q Advanced RAID recovery allows you to recover data from RAID 0, 5 and 6 which is 
corrupt or unable to be accessed.

	Q Virtual RAID construction recovery makes it possible to recover data which was lost 
due to incorrect RAID parameters, or other errors, created during the construction 
of the RAID.

	Q Media with bad sectors are recoverable by using our software to create an image of 
the media with the bad sectors and perform the data recovery from  
that image.
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Key Features

	Q Advanced find option

	Q Categorization of scanned results

	Q Data recovery from corrupt CDs/DVDs

	Q Cloning of hard disk

	Q Drive status option to monitor the status of hard drive

	Q Preview files before recovery

	Q Raw recovery of volumes and hard drives to search data 
based on signatures

	Q Recovers data from formatted or accidently deleted volumes

	Q Recovers data from RAID drives

	Q Recovers deleted files and folders

	Q Recovers deleted emails of Outlook Express

	Q Recovers deleted emails, calendars, contacts etc.  
from Outlook client

	Q Recovers from removable media such as USB drives, 
memory cards etc.

	Q “Resume Recovery” option to recover data at a later time

	Q Scans hard drives for bad sectors

	Q Supports 300 or more file types

	Q Supports FAT, NTFS, and ExFAT file systems

	Q Supports MS Office XP / 2000 / 2003 / 2007 / 2010

	Q Supports Outlook Express 5.0 and 6.0

	Q Supports Windows XP / 2000 / Vista / 7 / 8

	Q Tabbed view of scanned Tree - Classic List / File List /  
Masked List

	Q User can add/Edit their file types which makes it more robust

	Q User can create image of hard disk and volumes for recovery

What’s New

	Q “Email Recovery” option to recover deleted emails

	Q Data recovery from RAID 0 and RAID 6 levels

	Q Data recovery from software RAID levels 0 and 5.

	Q “FAT File System” scan engine

	Q Deleted file recovery in NTFS formatted partitions, using journal entries


